ONAP consumption model survey

Survey analysis feedback from TSC

- Lei Huang & Lingli Deng, CMCC
We’ve presented our survey analysis at the ONAP TSC meeting last week, they hope to maintain close communication with us on this survey result analysis progress and further discuss more after the it is improved.

Please contact huangleiyjy@chinamobile.com if you would like to provide or request more information.

**Feedbacks from ONAP TSC**

- Why is the survey anonymous? If we can know the CSPs who fill out the survey, we may be able to better help track these requirements, and be able to understand and solve their difficulties.
- **We recommend doing another quick survey on:**
  1. Have you engaged in this survey?
  2. Are you available to disclose?
  3. Which contents are you able to disclose?

- For these recommendations, TSC needs more consideration, and will communicate with us later and they wonder if it is possible to regularly track the progress of the solution and feedback to TSC for reference?
- Survey received 11 feedbacks, the number of feedbacks is not very large.
- Should we extend the time and encourage more members participate?

- It is obvious from the survey that some abbreviations are difficult to understand. Can EUAG group give an clear explanation? (e.g. HUW ?) – Without further explanation, TSC suggest deleting the term in result analysis report.
More Information Needed from EUAG

› Investigate the difficulties of the CSPs who’ve chosen “not sure or unable to share, we might be able to suggest ONAP community (e.g. ONAP TSC) lower the evaluation threshold and help promote community ‘s ecology. – EUAG should get more details and specify the recommendations for TSC, call for volunteer

› Learn experiences from the CSPs who choose distributed or hierarchical pattern (Verizon?) as ONAP deployment pattern in future, EUAG group might need to specify this requirement, and probably let TSC provide related architecture and implementation solutions. - Call for volunteer

› Please contact huangleiyjy@chinamobile.com if you would like to provide or request more information.
Thank you